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Noise types

1. Random spikes, possibly clustered

2. Non-permanent physical objects (e.g. fish)

3. Structural noise

Data: StatoilHydro

Problem
Remove these types of noise from

massive point sets while

keeping features intact
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Estimate surface at point statistically using points in neighbourhood

Statistical approach to cleaning

Potential problems:

• Careful tuning/configuration of statistical method needed
• Clustered data vs structural noise

Our approach: “combinatorial”

• Considers full surface
• Handle overhangs
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I/O-efficient algorithms

Consider number of data transfers between internal and external memory

I/O:
full block of

elements
at once

limited size

Connected components
provably efficient or relatively efficient in practice

Delaunay triangulation for computing a triangulated surface
provably efficient & efficient in practice

Known efficient algorithms:
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Our cleaning algorithm

1. Create triangulated surface

2. Add diagonals

3. Remove edges with z-difference > threshold

4. Find largest connected component

5. Remove all points not in largest component

• Provably efficient on very big data, up to connected components

• New connected component algorithm:
provably & practically efficient under natural assumption
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Why it works

only kept with diagonals

removed with and without diagonals

not removed

Data: StatoilHydro
with vs. without diagonals
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Results
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Results
type-3 noise

Data: StatoilHydro
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Some numbers

Manually removed: not auto. 0.4%
0.4%

13%
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18%
0.8%

Data: StatoilHydro, EIVA

Noise little some much
Threshold 5 cm 5 cm 35 cm

Not manual. removed: only auto.
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Some numbers

Manually removed: not auto. 0.4%
0.4%

13%
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Data: StatoilHydro, EIVA

Noise little some much
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Lars Arge, Kasper Green Larsen, Thomas Mølhave, Freek van Walderveen.
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Outcome

• Commercial grade implementation by SCALGO, incorporated in EIVA product

– Extended algorithm with more capabilities & control

• Cleaning algorithm: practically and provably efficient on very big data

• includes practically and theoretically efficient connected component algorithm,
of independent interest

• Results published:
Cleaning massive sonar point clouds

Lars Arge, Kasper Green Larsen, Thomas Mølhave, Freek van Walderveen.
18th ACM SIGSPATIAL GIS, November 2010.


